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[RAJYA SABHA ]

SHRI A. D. MANI: Has the attention of the
Minister been drawn to an article by Mr. Ian
McLeod, a former member of the British
Cabinet in the British press suggesting that
the privileges of Members of Parliament are
not required at the present time, as these
privileges were given to Members of
Parliament during the historic period when the
King wanted to suppress the House of
Commons. What are the reactions of
Government to the suggestion made by Mr.
McLeod?
SHRI SATYA NARAYAN SINHA: I am
sorry I have not had the opportunity of
reading that article. If the hon. Member sends
it to me, I would give him my own reactions
after that.
*726. [The questioner (Shri Niran-jan
Singh) was absent. For answer, vide col.
4787 infra.]

[MONTHLY AND RESERVE POOL WORKERS IN
DOCKS
*727. SHRI RAM SAHAI: Will the
Minister of LABOUR AND EMPLOYMENT
be pleased to state:
(a) whether there is any proposal under
Government's consideration to have only
one category of workers
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instead of two categories viz., Monthly and
Reserve Pool workers of dock workers doing
the same type of work; and
(b) if the answer to part (a) above be in
negative, what are the reasons therefor?]
THE MINISTER OF LABOUR AND
EMPLOYMENT (SHRI D. SANJI-VAYYA):
(a) No.
(b) Employment in docks being of a
fluctuating nature depending to a great extent
on the arrival and departure of ships, traffic
handled, etc., the object of the Dock Workers
(Regulation of Employment) Schemes is to
provide regular employment to as large a
number of workers as possible. Keeping the
normal and future requirements in view, the
continuance of both Monthly and Reserve
Pool workers side by side is inevitable.
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THE DEPUTY MINISTER IN THE
DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNICATIONS (SHRI B. BHAGAVATI): (a)
Yes.
(b) Nine. None have been absorbed by
the Department.
SHRI M. M. DHARIA; May we know
the reason why the drivers working with
the private operators have not been
absorbed by the Department?
SHRI B. BHAGAVATI: On the
termination of the contract, these drivers
were employed temporarily as a stop-gap
arrangement, but when the Department
acquired the motor vehicles and made
permanent arrangements, these drivers
could not be retained, as they did not
fulfil the basic conditions prescribed for
recruitment of drivers in the Department.
SHRI M. M. DHARIA: What are the
basic conditions, because in this case the
drivers were working with the private
operator and naturally when it was taken
over by the Government, was it not their
duty to take over these drivers as well?
These poor drivers are now without any
job. Now, they are more than 25 or 31,
whatever it is and they cannot be
employed anywhere else. May we know
what are those basic conditions and
reasons?

MAIL MOTOR SERVICE IN POONA
•728. SHRI M. M. DHARIA: Will the
Minister of COMMUNICATIONS be
pleased to state:
(a) whether it is a fact that the Mail
Motor Service in Poona City has been
taken over by P. & T. Department from
Silver Jubilee Motors Pvt. Ltd.; and
(b) if so, how many drivers were
working with the old operator and how
many of them have been absorbed by the
Department?

SHRI B. BHAGAVATI: The basic
conditions are: firstly, age and secondly
educational qualification. For recruitment
of drivers these conditions have to be
fulfilled. We have no obligation to
employ them as they were employees
under private contractors. The contract
was terminated. This must not be
confused with nationalisation
of
industries.

